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Estate Planning Considerations and Action  

Through Life Stages/Transitions 
 

By Veronica Escobar, Esq. 
 
As children we became accustomed to having our parents (or our guardians) take care of every need 
and want that we had.  We needed to eat?  They cooked for us or took us out for a meal.  We became 
sick?  They would tend to us at home or take us to the doctor.  We needed money?  They would give 
us an allowance or make us do chores in order to earn it.  We truly had no cares in the world because 
our families shouldered that responsibility.  

However, the carefree “good times” of youth are not meant to last.  With the age of majority, 
which is eighteen years old, come responsibility and big decisions. Some we are prepared for, like 
pursuing higher education or entering the workforce, and others that we’d prefer to hold off on – 
mainly contemplating our financial security, illness, aging and dying.  And as we become older and 
add people, or subtract them, from our lives, these latter issues will require even more openness, 
thoughtfulness, honesty – and action.  

The problem is that many of us do not take the time to think about these important issues at 
all, much less act on them, seemingly finding a way to make excuses; i.e. life “gets in the way,” “I 
cannot afford it (to plan)” or “I have other things I need to do first.”  In the end, if certain actions are 
not taken to safeguard financial, medical and personal interests, there are likely to be very real financial, 
legal, and not to mention emotional, consequences.  

This Chapter will attempt to outline estate planning considerations through different life 
stages.  Each of us are in these life stages themselves or know someone who is going through these 
transitions, with a focus on family and matrimonial transitions.   
 

The Emancipation Year 
 

Once a person turns eighteen, he or she is an adult in the eyes of the law and the parent(s) no 
longer have control over their person – or any legal responsibility.  Parent(s) can no longer make 
health or medical decisions.  Parents can no longer control 
their child(ren) finances.  An emancipated young person can 
live independently from his or her parents, without having to 
answer to them – whether they are emotionally mature 
enough to do so or not.  

But with this freedom, also comes the possibility of incapacity, illness as well as death – 
very adult subjects.  The latter three do not discriminate; it is not just a reality for elder people.  Legally 
speaking, parents can no longer intervene in these matters. And while it seems unlikely, a young adult 
may have assets even if they have never worked a day in their life, mainly through inheritance, the 
proceeds of lawsuit settlement or an outright gift from a family member.  

At a bare minimum, a newly emancipated adult should have the first two of the following 
documents as part of their estate planning; however a complete estate plan is always recommended 
for full protection. 
 

 

 

In New York, emancipation for child 

support purposes is 21.  More information 

on emancipation for child support is in 

Chapter 19.  
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A Power of Attorney (“POA”) 
 

This is a legal document where a person, referred to as “principal,” delegates to another 
person, referred to as “agent,” the responsibility to manage his or her personal, financial and legal 
affairs should they become incapacitated. The types of matters handled range from opening or closing 
bank accounts, managing investments, making financial gifts, representing the principal in the event 
of a lawsuit, paying medical bills, and selling or buying real estate, just to name a few.  The “POA” as 
it called in the practice area, is a very powerful document that is, unfortunately, prone to abuse.  

That is why a person should take great care in naming an agent. The agent need not be a family 
member, but should be someone the principal trusts to carry out his or her wishes and who is fiscally 
responsible.  And the principal should have a sincere discussion with the intended agent prior to 
executing the document to a) explain their wishes and b) ascertain if the individual wishes to be an 
agent.  

 

Health Proxy 

 
This is a legal document, which, in other states, is often referred to as a “Medical Power of 

Attorney.”  It is the health/medical equivalent of a POA, in that the principal names an agent to 
follow his or her wishes regarding medical care in the event of incapacity.  Incapacity, in this context, 
means the principal’s inability to communicate his or her wishes- either due to an unconscious or 
comatose state, injury that prevents verbal communication in an emergency situation, neurological 
issues that may prevent comprehension and/or communication, advanced Alzheimer’s disease or 
dementia – just to list a few examples.  

 The common misconception is that a Health Proxy is an end-of-life document – and it is not. 
However, it does address “artificial nutrition and hydration” which does directly impact the end of 
life, should that be the situation at hand.  And for the same reasons as stated for the POA, a principal 
should have a sincere discussion with their intended agent prior to executing the Health Proxy to a) 
explain their wishes and b) ascertain if the individual wishes to be an agent.  
 

Living Will 

 
This document is not statutory in the State of New York, which means it is not legally enforceable. 
However, it is oftentimes executed with a health care proxy.  Opinion is mixed about the benefit of a 
Living Will; however the one benefit is that it allows the writer to go in to further detail about their 
medical care and end of life wishes. The above three documents are collectively known as “advance 
directives.”  
 

Last Will and Testament 
 

This is commonly referred to as a “will.”  It is the legal document where a person, named the 
“testator,” states who will inherit their belongings, property or “assets,” whether personal or what is 
referred to as “real property” or real estate. The person who inherits is referred to as a “beneficiary.” 
A single person can leave their belongings to family, friends, or even a charity – to whomever they 
want.  

Once a person passes away, the Last Will and Testament goes through a court process called 
“probate” which will allow for the person’s assets to be disposed of properly.  There are some assets 
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that are considered “non probate,” in that they can “pass” outside of a Last Will and Testament to 
the named beneficiary.  For example, a life insurance policy with a named beneficiary, real estate held 
in name with another person, jointly held bank account(s), retirement accounts with a named 
beneficiary, accounts “In Trust For” someone else, or property held in the name of a Trust.  

Depending on the type of assets and their total monetary value, a will can be a relatively 
straightforward to complex document. As an introductory chapter, there is much detail that cannot 
be further elaborated on. Rest assured that no one should die without one.   
 

Trust 
 

A trust is a legal entity created by an individual, who is known as the “settlor,” regarding the 
distribution of his or her property for the benefit of their person, or another, usually a spouse or 
children – or a charity.  A trust can be created for use during life (i.e., “inter vivos”) or for disposition 
at death (i.e., testamentary).  The person who controls the trust is named a “trustee,” and the person 
who benefits from the trust is called a “beneficiary.”  The settlor creates the rules of the trust and 
the trustee enforces them.  

What can be “placed” in a trust? While not an exhaustive list, these are some of the items: cash 
(in the form of any type of bank account), collectibles (like a coin collection), art work, antiques, 
stocks, bonds and other types of investment accounts (but not retirement accounts), life insurance, a 
home or other type of real estate, an interest in a small business, or patents or copyrights. When 
appropriate, a “Transfer on Death,” or “Payable on Death” designation should be utilized when 
available for certain accounts, as this eases the transfer of the asset – even if already in a trust.  

Trusts, of which there are quite a few types, can be complicated documents since they are 
utilized for various purposes, namely asset and tax protection. Every person’s situation is unique and 
if trusts are to be utilized, they need to be specifically tailored to those assets.  
 

Single in the City 

 
Is someone who has been out “in the real world” for a few years… or decades, and has held 

a job, or two, or maybe changed careers once or twice… or more.  They may rent or own a home… 
or own more than one.  They may like riding their bicycle to get around town, or may prefer driving 
a four-wheeler.  They may just be starting to invest in the stock market… or they may be sophisticated 
investors.  And remember, you can be a home owner at the age of twenty-five and have never owned 
a car at the age of fifty.  It is relative to lifestyle, priorities, as well as socio-economics.  

At this point, the “single adult” should have a Last Will and Testament as well as a Health 
Proxy and Power of Attorney – and if his or her particular circumstances necessitate it or it confers a 
benefit – some type of trust or trusts.  At this life stage there is likely the accumulation of assets – of 
some type –  and their disposition becomes even more important regardless of the “single” status, as 
does health care decision-making.  In fact, in the older single person the execution of these documents 
is crucial. Lack of planning could affect their financial security as well as future medical care. In older 
single adults there is a lack of a support network and the lack of estate planning leaves them without 
a safety net and especially vulnerable.  
 

The Single Adult Who’s a Package Deal 
 

The above is an adult who is not married but may be rearing a child on his or her own or with 
the child’s parent (but not married to him or her).  A basic estate plan is still as applicable here, but 
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once someone has children then there are other considerations. What happens if either parent dies? 
Who will care for the child(ren) then?  Can a nest egg be created for the child(ren)’s future?  What 
happens if the parents separate without hope of reconciliation? There are many questions that arise 
once someone becomes a parent.  This is not an exhaustive list as numerous other issues may surface.  

If there is no other parent in the picture, then a Last Will and Testament is a necessary 
document, particularly because of the “guardianship” provision. In the event of a parent’s death, a 
suitable person must be left to care and raise the child(ren). Who is considered “suitable” really 
depends on the parent’s beliefs and how he or she wishes for the child(ren) to be raised.  

The guardian(s) are typically someone very well known to the parent and who reflects the same 
or similar values, or, minimally, is someone who can and will carry out the parent’s wishes.  A “Standby 
Guardianship” is another document that should be executed, as it allows for a person to care for a 
child in the event of the parent(s) incapacity; and in the event of death, it is a “placeholder” while the 
will is probated. 

If there is another parent in the picture, both must be on board as to who the guardian(s) of 
the child(ren) will be. If one parent dies, the other parent automatically raises the child. There are 
exceptions to this that will not be addressed here, but mainly center on the surviving parent’s general 
fitness (as a parent).  

One or both parents can set up a trust for child’s benefit, either testamentary or during life 
(inter vivos). Since the child’s parents may not reside together or be a couple, they may want to each 
provide for the child.  The parent may or may not designate the other as the trustee of the trust.  Both 
parents should execute advance directives, for their sake, the child’s overall welfare and to also alleviate 
stress from the caretaker parent in the event the other is incapacitated for a certain or indefinite period 
of time.  
 

Party of Two 

 
The uniting of two lives under the laws of the State of New York or the laws of God is a 

definite life change. This union also brings with it the “marrying” of finances, as well as the ups and 
downs of life-which can include job promotions, career changes, increases or decreases in income, 
home purchase, illness, incapacity and death. When two people act as a unit, most of their decisions 
must be made in the same way because the consequences will affect them both.  

If either person entering a marriage has a Last Will and Testament, then he or she should 
amend it or draft a new one and add his or her spouse as a beneficiary. And even if you have a will 
and do not name your spouse, he or she has the right to inherit a part of your estate- unless he or she 
disclaims it. You cannot disinherit a spouse.  Generally, spouses’ wills tend to be almost identical, and 
are commonly referred to as “reciprocal” or “mirror” wills. 

In terms of advance directives (i.e., the POA, Health Proxy and a Living Will), there is a 
belief that a spouse is automatically the agent under a POA or Health Proxy – even when neither 
exists. There is also the presumption that a spouse should be named the agent under both documents 
since there is an existing marriage. And if the spouse is not so named, then something is awry. Is it 
the norm for a spouse to be named?  Yes.  Are there exceptions?  Of course there are.  And it doesn’t 
mean the marriage is “bad.”  It could be that the spouse is not very good with money, may not be the 
best decision maker or “too emotional” in certain situations.  Life is not black and white and the same 
can be said for marriage.  

In terms of a trust, a spouse may consider setting up one for the spouse’s benefit, especially if 
she is a non U.S. citizen but one should also remember that there is an unlimited amount of transfers 
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of assets between spouses (the “unlimited marital deduction”) – which is also an effective planning 
tool.  
 

And Baby Makes “Three” 
 

There’s a country song titled “A baby changes everything” and this is true, not only in life 
perspective, priorities, mindset and, yes, worries, but also in how a family now plans for the future. 
Before the baby… or babies… there were just two people.  But now almost every decision made by 
the couple will affect their offspring and that carries, at times, enormous weight.  

In terms of a will, in the event of the simultaneous death of both parents (or deaths close in 
time), a provision will need to be made in both parents wills (both parents should have executed wills) 
regarding the guardian or guardians of their child(ren). And both wills must name the same person or 
people as guardian(s).  A “Stand by Guardianship,” as mentioned previously, should also be 
executed so that the person named can immediately care for the child, in the event of both parents 
incapacity, or in the event of death, until the will(s) are probated 

And now with the addition of children, testamentary bequests (in a will) need to be more 
thought out and provision should be made to provide for a minor child(ren) in the event of the death 
of either parent.  

Testamentary bequests for a minor child are accomplished through trusts- that are established 
in a will – and are specifically designed to deal with minors, and usually have provisions that regulate 
when the minor child can inherit – and it does not necessarily mean the age of majority.  It is whenever 
the parent believes he or she is emotionally ready to handle an inheritance – and that is completely 
subjective decision.  

In addition to testamentary bequests, parents can also set up a trust(s) for the benefit of a 
child’s education and/or general maintenance-outside of a last will and testament. Again, the trust 
determines if and when the child can access the trust as well as who controls it and how the money is 
to be utilized.  And the settlor may or may not name the spouse (other parent of the child) as the 
trustee of the trust.  
 

When “Happily Ever After”… Isn’t 
 

In a relationship, people either grow together or apart.  Marriage is work and if a couple grows 
apart and the rift cannot be mended, a divorce is for many the next step. It is a difficult step for sure, 
which requires not only the severing of the legal relationship defined as marriage but also financial 
and emotional ties.  If there are children of the marriage it can make the process more challenging as 
well as uncomfortable; children are truly the ties that bind.  

Once a divorce is finalized and even if a Last Will and Testament is not modified or re-
executed, the former spouse is automatically disinherited.  Nevertheless, a new Last Will and 
Testament should be executed as a divorce also offers another opportunity to reconsider bequests and 
maybe our thoughts have changed since then. In terms of advance directives, the aforementioned 
disqualification in a last will and testament does not translate here.  New advanced directives must 
be executed and actual notice must be provided to the prior agent (ex-spouse or not) of the revocation 
of the power of agent.  

If there were any trusts set up for the benefit of a spouse, those will also need to be addressed 
and, if possible, done away with.  And new trusts may need to be executed to benefit children or 
grandchildren – or even the self.  
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“Till Death Do Us Part” 
 

The death of a spouse is devastating; no matter the length of the marriage.  However, the 
longer the marriage the deeper the ties – punctuated by life’s many changes.  In addition to the personal 
and emotional tidal wave that person is confronting, he or she is also encountering years’ worth of 
financial and, perhaps, legal history. Hopefully, any loose ends that may have existed were tied up 
during the marriage with proper legal and financial planning.  And now that that person is facing the 
world without a spouse, what to do?   

Most, if not all, of the testamentary documents and advanced directives will need to be re-
drafted and executed anew. And again, the death of a spouse allows the widowed spouse to re-examine 
their testamentary objectives and perhaps make modifications to reflect their current and foreseeable 
life situation. Again, it is quite possible that completely new legal documents, like trusts, will be 
executed for the benefit of children or grandchildren – or even the self – in the wake of the death of 
a spouse and as a way to protect assets or confer benefits to the settlor/grantor.   
 

Love the Second Time Around (or Maybe a Third) 

 
Maybe a first marriage did not work out; or maybe that person is widowed.  But he or she got 

back into the dating game and found love anew and are ready to profess wedding vows once more.  
This person already lived one life prior to meeting the new love; he or she may have children (and 
they may be adults), and/or that person may already own a home or other assets.  This person may 
have inherited assets from a spouse upon his or her death or may have been awarded them pursuant 
to a divorce settlement.  Life is good but not necessarily uncomplicated.  

There may be children of the second or third marriage – as well as the children from the first, 
so attention must be paid when planning for them. Every family presents with a different dynamic 
and children may also present with different needs (or a lack thereof). Need could be based on age, 
education level, special needs, and/or family financial circumstances, just to name a few.  Care and 
thought should be taken to provide for children in a way that is equitable without necessarily being 
equal – and without leaving the bitter taste of resentment.  

The above would necessitate a re-execution of a Last Will and Testament.  Also, since a spouse 
cannot be disinherited, a parent, again, could establish a trust in the name of the child(ren) in order to 
provide for them-even as adults – as a way to equitably distribute assets, provide for the future or to 
confer a benefit for themselves.  Life insurance policies and other financial investments could also be 
utilized to provide for children – and this is applicable here and in every other life stage mentioned in 
this Chapter.  
 

Final Thoughts 
 

Change is never easy; while some life transitions bring great joy, others bring sadness. But even 
in the latter moments, there is always the hope and promise of new beginnings. Effective and 
comprehensive estate planning can actually help to make them more than possible.  
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